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Industry machines and vehicles are becoming more
and more advanced, leading to increased
complexity of the systems for controlling these
machines. As a step to increase operator support
and awareness to increase uptime and efficiency of
these machines it is common that these systems
make use of a display unit to present information
and to enable the operator to interact with the
control system. In such case a graphical user
interface (GUI) becomes a central part of enhancing
the operators ability to maneuver the machine.
CrossControl develops advanced electronics and
control systems for industrial machines and
vehicles operated in rough environments. As a step
to improve their capabilities to create sophisticated
GUIs they are investigating the option of using Qt as
a development tool for GUIs.
Qt is a open source C++ framework for crossplatform software development. This thesis aim to
evaluate Qt’s capabilities for development of
reusable graphical components to ease future
development of applications for control systems in
an embedded environment. Also a system
architecture is proposed for how Qt GUI
components could be connected to signals from
different nodes in a CAN-network. A prototype is
implemented to prove the concept of the suggested
architecture. Propositions for how to further
improve the GUI development platform beyond the
scope of this thesis is also presented.
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Sammanfattning
Industrimaskiner och industrifordon utvecklas hela tiden och blir mer och mer avancerade, vilket leder
till ökad komplexitet för de styrsystem som används för att kontrollera dessa maskiner. För att
förbättra användarstöd, vilket i sin tur leder till ökad effektivitet och ökad produktionstid, har det blivit
allt vanligare att utrusta dessa maskiner med en monitor för underlätta operatörens interaktion med
maskinen. Då spelar det grafiska användargränssnittet(GUI) en avgörande roll för att skapa ett
förbättrat stöd för operatören.
CrossControl utvecklar avancerad elektronik och styrsystem för industrimaskiner och fordon som
opereras in en krävande miljö. För att utveckla deras metoder för att skapa sofistikerade grafiska
användargränsnitt vill CrossControl undersöka möjligheten att använda Qt som verktyg för att
utveckla GUI:n.
Qt är ett C++ ramverk för utveckling av mjukvara för olika plattformer, Qt har dessutom öppen
källkod. I detta examensarbete presenteras en utvärdering av Qt som utvecklingsverktyg för
återanvändbara grafiska komponenter avsedda för inbyggda system. Projektet innefattar även ett
förslag till en arkitektur för hur Qt:s grafiska komponenter skall anslutas till signaler från olika noder i
ett CAN-näverk., samt implementering av en prototyp för att påvisa konceptet av den föreslagna
arkitekturen. Förslag på framtida förbättringar av denna GUI utvecklingsplattform kommer även att
presenteras.
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Platform for development of component based graphical user interfaces

1 Introduction & Background
Complex embedded systems onboard industrial machines and vehicles are getting more and more
common as a way to increase performance of the machine and ease controlling of it. Collecting and
handling large amounts of data, enhanced process control and realtime constraints are functionality
that sets high demands on software and hardware used in these systems. As the machines get more
advanced and specialized there is an increasing need for customized graphical user interfaces to
present data in a good manner to support the operator of the vehicle. Therefore it has become
popular with an onboard computer presenting data on a LCD screen, with the ability to customize
user interface to applications and present information in various ways.
CrossControl Systems AB(CC-Systems) is a swedish based company developing and producing
advanced electronics and control systems for mobile industrial machines and vehicles, operated in
rough environments. The aim is to make these systems more reliable, intelligent and resilient to
increase uptime and efficiency of these machines.
CrossControl deliver systems for container spreaders, forestry machines, mining equipment and
trains. The company has several offices and facilities located in Sweden, Finland and Malaysia where
they cover both hardware and software development.
Since CrossControl are producing custom made systems for customers with specific demands they
need a flexible, platform-independent and quick method to develop applications for their control
systems. Therefore CrossControl wants to investigate the possibility to use the development tool Qt,
by Trolltech, for design and implementation of GUIs as a step to enable multi platform development
and create more sophisticated user interfaces. The design of GUIs has become more important and
more advanced. CrossControl needs a tool which enables them to create rich graphical components
as a step to improve usability, functionality and look of their products. Qt is a GUI framework for multi
platform software development. It is built on the idea "Develop once, compile and deploy anywhere",
meaning developers only need to maintain one tree of source code. Qt ships together with some
integrated software development tools, i.e a text editor, interface builder with support for IDE
integration and debugger. To be able to produce customized graphical components and create a user
interface in a drag and drop fashion is something CrossControl hope will ease GUI development in
the future.
The GUI is only a small part of the complete control systems that CrossControl delivers. It is
therefore important to investigate how Qt GUI components could be integrated as a module of a
complete control system.
This report aim to investigate the power of Qt as a development tool for customized GUI
components in embedded systems and to evaluate how well Qt serves the needs of CrossControl.
How Qt graphics could be integrated with underlying controlling logic, such as CAN-Bus, in a control
system.
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1.1 Purpose
CrossControl has as a step to widen their portfolio and increase customization ability for customers
introduced different operating systems, such as Linux or Microsoft Windows on their machines. Hence
they want to investigate the possibility to use Qt as a GUI development tool to reach multiple
platforms. CrossControl needs a powerful tool to build rich user interfaces with a centralized
development environment and the ability to reach multiple platforms and avoid overhead in native
platform development for different customers. This research should reveal how well Qt supports
development of customized graphical components that easily could be reused in different software
development projects for CrossControl or their customers. An important feature is also how Qt
applications in an effective and easy manner should be linked to underlying control logic like CANbus.Therefore a platform for connecting Qt GUI components with CAN signals should be designed
and developed together with some custom graphical components as practical testing of Qt GUIs as a
graphical layer in a control system.

1.2 Method
To evaluate Qt a goal based qualitative evaluation will be used. This means that I will act as an expert
evaluating Qt with respect to the goals formulated by CrossCountry, hence it will be a qualitative
evaluation rather than a quantitative where end users are involved in evaluating if goals have been
fulfilled, often expressed in quantitative numbers.
As described by Cronholm & Goldkuhl (2003) a goal based evaluation resolve from evaluating a ITsystem with respect to organizational and technical goals, whereas System documentation and
specification are the data sources.
The reason for the using this type of method is that there are no real user cases to observe. The
purpose of the thesis is not to perform a usability test of Qt. It is rather an investigation of the
possibilities of Qt as a tool for creating GUIs in control systems. Expert evaluation when done
properly has tendency to have a more general point of view of the evaluation, looking at the
complete system from many perspectives. Whereas user testing tend to investigate different scenarios
depending on organization or work task (Cronholm & Guldkuhl (2003)).
The first step would be to formulate CrossControl’s visions and goals for how they would like their
GUI development to work. Gather requirements about what functionality that is needed from the
development tool. This had partly been done by CrossControl when writing the specification for this
thesis but there was a need to clarify and structure these requirements to set a sound foundation for
how Qt would be evaluated and to secure that my interpretation was conformable with what
CrossCountry actually wanted.
The evaluation is divided into three phases. Where in the initial phase a theoretical research, data
gathering, will be conducted through litterateur studies, interviewing experienced Qt users and
studying Qt documentation. Here time will also be spent on reading up on other technical details of
control systems like Computer hardware, CAN-bus and CAN-Open to be able to find possible
solutions for integrating Qt GUI components as a module of a control system. The theoretical phase is
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followed by a practical phase with the aim of practically testing Qt. It is important that enough
knowledge has been gained in the theoretical phase to do qualitative practical testing.
The final step will be to analyze findings during research and evaluate how well Qt conforms with the
requirements and goals set by CrossCountry. As evaluation and judgement relies highly on me in the
role as an expert it is import to be objective and source critical and not let subjective influences effect
my judgment.
Since embedded systems often run on limited hardware it is important to optimize software to
minimize memory footprint and use of CPU time. To have a rich GUI will of course have an negative
impact on memory and CPU usage. It is therefore important to investigate Qt's effect on
performance to be able to guarantee that it doesn't compensate the system’s overall performance
and realtime constraints. Therefore a performance test will be conducted investigating hardware
utilization when using the new GUIs.

1.3 Delimitation
Most important for CrossCountry is to investigate how well Qt will serve their needs and ease
development of new GUIs, and how it should be integrated with control logic to form a platform to
develop complete control systems. Answers and guidelines for this can most certainly be found during
the theoretical phase of the evaluation. The extent of the practical phase of this project is depending
on how much time that is spent in previous stages. Implementing and designing custom widgets, and a
platform to make GUI components communicate with the CAN-bus as a demonstrator is something
that could be of great use for CrossCountry but architectural decisions and concepts of how these
components are created and how these components should be integrated with control logic is of
course the most important aspect.

1.4 Previous Work
Qt has become a popular development platform for embedded systems. It is not only for its
capabilities as a GUI development tool but also for its high optimization and low use of hardware
resources as described by Nicholas Vun & Fredy Yanardi (2008). It is especially popular because of its
tight coupling with Linux embedded although it also offers support for popular embedded OS like
Windows mobil & Windows CE. Peng Yang, Le Yang & Xin Guo (2009) describe how the make use of
Qt as the GUI development tool, ”because of the huge predominance of Qt/Embedded”, for the
man-machine interaction as they conduct research on Embedded Data Display Units. The research
made by Peng Yang, Le Yang & Xin Guo are in many ways similar to the scope of this thesis project.
However this thesis report aim to propose a platform containing reusable modules to ease future
development of new applications in a control system. To further investigate the current use of Qt in
embedded systems an interview was held with developers from Bombardier. Bombardier use Qt for
development of applications for onboard computers on trains. Bombardier is a customer at
CrossControl and is therefore an extra interesting information source since their applications are
running on machines developed by CrossControl.
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2 System Design & Hardware
Fig 2.1 show a simplified control system design including hardware to handle I/O and display, store and
send data. Communication between modules in the system are often done via CANopen, a
communication protocol specified for embedded systems, used in automation industry, which makes it
easy for integration of third party hardware such as CrossControls computers.

CAN-Bus

Fig 2.1

2.1 Onboard Computer Specification
The platform developed during this thesis project is supposed to be used to develop applications for
the computer. CC Pilot XA. It is new model under development by CrossControl.
Processor: Freescale i.MX 355 - 32 Bit Arm 11 processor, 532MHz
Storage: 4GB, flash storage, 256 MB NAND flash for operating system
RAM: 128 MB SDRAM
CAN: Two CAN, ISO 11898 2.0B
Operating System: Linux Debian Embedded, Windows CE
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3 Platform Goals
The platform goals are what CrossControl wants their graphical interface development platform to
achieve. The goals are of both technical and more organizational nature. These goals will be the
foundation for how the evaluation of Qt is done.

• Development of Custom GUI Components

The main goal for CrossControl is to find a platform to ease development of new GUI applications,
that is not restricted to a particular platform. It is important that Qt has a extensive support for
development of customized graphical components. It is also important that creation and distribution
of these graphical components is made easy. Using this platform should ease development of new
powerful GUI applications as part of a control system for CrossControl and their potential customers.

• Platform independence

Qt claims to be able to generate platform independent applications. In the past most of CrossControl
machines has been running Windows CE, lately however Embedded Linux has become very popular
in embedded systems and CrossControl therefore wants to be able to offer support for development
of applications for Linux as well. It is important that Qt doesn't add extra redundancy compered to
natively developed applications. A significant aspect is the workload needed for a successful launching
of an application on different platforms.

• Performance

By using Qt and enabling the ability to create rich and complex GUIs it is important that this has a
reasonable impact on the performance of the machine. This will be measured by looking at CPU and
GPU usage. There is no hard criteria on what is acceptable, what is asked for is an examination of how
resource-demanding GUIs are and what parameters might effect this.

• Provided development tools & IDE:s
Qt is shipped together with some development tools and IDE:s, such as Creator & Designer. These
tools should be easy to set up and use. Drag and drop creation of GUIs should be supported. Since
many developers already are used to some development tools there should be support by plugins, or
similar, for using other development tools like Visual studio or similar.

•Documentation & Support

How well documented is Qt in terms of API:s and library descriptions. Do Trolltech provide tutorials
and example code? What kind of developer support, help desks, forums, guides are provided?

•Connecting Qt to control logic

Maybe the most important feature for this thesis is how Qt GUIs could be connected to control logic.
CrossControl want an easy intuitive way to connect GUI components to signals from different nodes
in the CAN-network. In what ways could this be done? How should the system architecture of a
platform providing this functionality be designed to make the solution intuitive, scalable and to greatest
extent platform independent.
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4 QT
Qt is a open source C++ framework for cross-platform software development, developed by
Trolltech. It is a uniform framework for all supported platforms, that will work in the same way
regardless of platform or OS. In addition to an extensive C++ class library Qt includes a set of tools
to ease development.
Qt Designer is a tool for graphical design of user interfaces. Using Designer you can create user
interfaces by drag and drop of GUI components, as shown in Fig 4.1. Qt provides layouts to structure
GUIs, or pure (x and y axis) positioning of components can be used.
Qt Creator is a IDE containing a text editor tailor made for Qt development supporting
autocompletion, see Fig 4.2. Creator also includes a visual debugger and an integrated version of Qt
Designer.
Qt also provides a build tool, qmake, to ease building of large projects and to produce appropriate
make files for target platform. Handling of qmake build options has also been integrated in Qt
Creator.

Fig 4.1
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Fig 4.2

Qt can be used to develop applications for Windows,, Mac OS X, Linux, SolarisTM, HP-UXTM, and
many other versions of Unix with X11. A developer writing an application, using
the Qt API can compile the projects for each supported platform, without any adjustments
to the code. Qt applications uses a native look and feel to make all applications look like a native
application. A set of predefined specialized look and feels are also provided to make applications look
the same regardless of the platform they run on. Fig 4.3 show how Qt uses native APIs on different
platforms to achieve a native look of the application.

Qt API
Qt / Windows

Qt / X11

Qt / Mac

GDI

XWindows

Cocoa Carbon

Windows

Unix & Linux

Mac OS X

Fig 4.3
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Qt also provides a rich set of standard widgets such as QPushButton, QWebview, QSLider, etc. These
can be used to ease creation of graphical user interfaces for applications.
Popular examples of Qt applications are the K Desktop Environment (KDE) on the open-source side
and Photoshop Elements by Adobe or Skype on the commercial side.

4.1.0 Creating Custom GUI Components
Qt provides a set of standard GUI components, mostly intended for desktop applications., QSlider,
QTextedit, QPushButton etc. These standard components can be customized by subclassing the
relevant component and reimplement the paint and event handling functionality. This is a very
powerful technique but requires a lot of work. It is also possible to use style sheets provided by Qt.
With style sheets it is very simple to customize the look of an existing widget and since it uses plain
text files it doesn't require any programming skills to use them. Typical examples when style sheets are
useful is when there is a need to modify font, color, shape or border of a widget. Style sheets can be
used to achieve a totally different look and feel.
The examples above are based on the technique of customizing existing components. However in this
project GUI components are very specialized, like dials and meters so there are no equivalent
component among the standard set provided by Qt. The fact that these components are intended for
an embedded system with small screens and the lack of a mouse also effects the design of the
components. So there is a need to be able to create new custom widgets from scratch.
To create a standardized interface for components Qt has provided the QWidget class. When
creating custom widgets in Qt it is good practice to subclass the QWidget class to inherit functionality
to make the component act like expected. By doing so developer enables use of functionality like
Signals & Slots, see later in this section.
Qt provides support for 2D and 3D graphics. 2D graphics can be painted using a platformindependent API for painting. It provides drawing primitives and standard functions to draw points,
lines, ellipses, arcs, Bezier curves, polygons and other primitives.
Qt supports input, output, and manipulation of images in several formats, including BMP, GIF,
JPEG, MNG, PNG, PNM, TIFF, XBM and XPM. Images can be preprocessed and used as paint devices
enabling user to customize and paint on top of images.
QImage is used for image manipulation, developers can manipulate the pixel and palette data, apply
trans-formations such as rotations and shears, and reduce the color depth with dithering if desired.
This enables developers to design their components as bitmaps or vector graphics in an external tool
and then implement component functionality in qt. This is a very effective way to produce rich
graphical components.
Inter program communication with custom widgets has been made easy using Signals and Slots. These
can be resembled with events and listeners in Java. A Signal is emitted when a particular event occurs.
A Slot is a function which is triggered by a Signal. The object emitting a Signal doesn't know anything
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about the receiving object, and the other way around. This functionality leads to good object oriented
programming practice, since it enforces high encapsulation.

4.1.1 Creating Custom Widgets using Scalable
Vector Graphics (SVG)
SVG is an XML-based file format and language for describing two-dimensional vector graphics. Qt
supports the static features of SVG 1.2 Tiny1. Qt can render SVG drawings onto any paint device,
including those for images and OpenGL widgets. SVG drawings can also be used for icons in standard
user interface controls, removing the need to generate bitmaps in a range of predefined sizes.
Developers can also generate SVG drawings by using QPainter functions to draw on a specialized
SVG paint device and be able to in realtime manipulate SVG components.
Using SVG technology to design GUI:s will ensure that the interfaces looks like intended regardless of
screen resolution and screen size. Developers can easily create rich GUI:s by using external tools like
Adobe Illustrator or InkScape to draw interfaces and with less workload achieve effects like
reflections, gradients, shadows to make the interface more realistic.
Using SVG to create rich user interfaces however increases impact on hardware resources like CPU
and GPU. It becomes important that the computer is equipped with a floating point processor to
ensure good performance when using vector graphics (Interview Bombardier (2010)).

4.1.2 Using Custom Widgets
Qt supports custom widget plugins for its tools Qt Designer and Creator. This makes it possible for
developers to create custom widgets and add them as a plugin to Qt Designer, which is the user
interface building tool, and be able to handle custom widgets in a drag and drop fashion. Creating a
custom widget plugin is made very simple in Qt by using the custom widget plugin interface. Also
using Qt creator projects templates that has been provided will make creation of a plugin fast. This
generates a library (.so, .dll, .dylib) file which Qt Designer then loads to the widget box. By using the
QDesignerCustomWidgetCollectionInterface class collection of custom widgets can be added to a
single library file.
Widget promotion is a technique for using Qt Designer for structuring of GUI component without
having to write code and without having to create plugins. This technique resolves from the idea that
one widget can represent another at design phase and at compile time be substituted. For example,
we might represent instances of a custom push button class, MyPushButton, with instances of the by
Qt provided QPushButton and promote these to MyPushButton at compile time. This technique is
1

http://www.w3.org/Graphics/SVG/
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very useful in situations like: If custom widgets are not available at the time the user interface is being
designed or If custom widgets are platform-specific, and designers may be developing the user
interface on a different platform to end users.
Except from handling widgets in a drag and drop fashion widgets can of course also be handled by
using the layouts provided by Qt, and structured using code. Developers can also create new Layouts.

4.2 Platform Independence
Since platforms such as Microsoft Windows, Unix/Linux and Mac OS X do not share common system
libraries, in GUI programming used for drawing on the screen, for handling user input/output.
Programmers need to develop more than one implementation of the application to support different
platforms. This often implies that developers might need to learn new languages or new development
tools. This is time consuming and costly.
Using Qt, it is possible to write applications once and deploy them across the desktop and embedded
operating systems supported by Qt without rewriting the source code. Compared to Java's "write
once, run anywhere" philosophy, Qt's cross platform approach is "write once, compile anywhere”. This
means that cross platform compatibility is not implemented at binary code level, but at source code
level. Thus, every program written in Qt can be recompiled unchanged to binary code native to the
target platform. That means Qt is not a 'wrapper' around native libraries and therefore should not
add substantial overhead compared to if code would have been developed natively, this leads to an
overall performance improvement compared to Javas platform independence strategy.
Qts frameworks offers special classes to deal with cross-platform issues that developers might
encounter. With QDate and QFile you won't need to worry about how the target platforms deal with
dates, times, and file systems. Some primitive datatypes are also offered to ensure that the functionality
and data size remain the same regardless of underlying architecture.
If for some reason it is necessary to use platform specific code it is good practice to, separate the
machine-specific code and operating system dependent code from the portable code. That way only
segments of the application need to be rewritten when deploying application on a new platform.

4.3 Deploying Qt Application
When deploying on a target using a different platform than the host, i.e the machine used for
development, it is important to have a working toolchain. A toolchain is a set of tools used to create
software for other platforms. A toolchain commonly consist of cross compiler, a linker and some
libraries.
It is important to have a proper toolchain for the specific target platform. In the demo-phase of this
project an application for a CC Pilot XA was to be developed. A GNU toolchain for ARM processors
from codesourcery was used. This toolchain is free and can be found at(http://
www.codesourcery.com/sgpp/lite/arm/portal/subscription?@template=lite). It is important that the
cross compiler is based on the same or newer gcc version that is used on the host machine. This
because system files used by the cross compiler are backward compatible.
10
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Qmake is the build tool provided by Qt. It creates platform specific Makefiles. It is possible to create
different configurations of Qt enabling you to have different versions of Qmake, one for each platform
developing for. Qt keeps the configuration of the Qt version being used in the qmake utility. The
qmake utility is built when Qt is being configured, i.e. before compiling of Qt. So first configure Qt for
target platform than build Qt with its libraries for the specific platform.
The setup used for the demo-project
Qt/X11, qmake-x11. This is the Qt version that will be used on the Linux host machine. It is also used
for building the IDE tools, such as Designer.
Qt/target, qmake-target. This is the embedded Qt configuration that runs on the target platform. This
is used to build and actual application running on the embedded machine.
$ ./configure -embedded arm -xplatform qws/linux-arm-g++ -little endian -qt-gfx-linuxfb -no-sql-sqlite
-release -static -depths 16 -prefix /usr/local/Trolltech/Embedded/
$ make
$ makeinstall

4.4 Documentation & Support
When purchasing a licensed version of Qt, Trollthech offers support through their website. Since the
change of Qt licensing which enables development of software for commercial use, most costumers
tend to use GNU LGPL license, which doesn't include support from Trolltech. When installing Qt SDK
however developers get an extended set of tutorials and examples including runnable code.
A documentation of the complete framework can be found at Trolltechs homepage or through the
tool Qt Assistant which is included in the SDK. Here examples and explanations can be found for
each class available. Due to a simple naming technique where every class starts with a capital letter Q
i.e. QWidget, QObject, QString the framework is intuitive to use.
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5 Connecting Qt GUI Components to CAN
signals
5.0 System Architecture
As part of this thesis project there should be an investigation on how Qt could be integrated as a
graphical layer in a control system. A proposition for a platform to ease connecting GUI components
to CAN-bus signals should therefore be created. An important feature of this platform is simplicity.
The future application developer should in a simple and intuitive manner be able to connect different
widgets to CAN data from certain nodes in the system. It is also important that this platform is not
abusing hardware resources since it is supposed to run on a slim system.
The platform needs to be able to setup communication between the CAN-Master and the CANSlaves in the system CAN-Network. Present data from nodes in the CAN-network by using a GUI
built with Qt and handle user interactions with the system.
When developing GUI applications it is be practical to use the Model View design pattern2. Separating
GUI code from CAN data storage will lead to a more flexible system containing modules
that can be replaced or changed without affecting the rest of the system, this is the basic concept of
object oriented programming. The System was therefore designed as three modules shown in fig 5.1
View - GUI (Qt)
Model - Data-storage (Qt)
Network - Communication (SocketCAN)
Fig: 5.1
Implementation of CAN-communication is dependent of which platform the system is running on
since it will use system calls and also might be varying depending on which CAN-interface that is
installed on the computer. Therefore using object oriented design will make it easy to replace the
CAN-communication module when running on different platforms.
To increase encapsulation and flexibility I created a data structure that would work as an interface for
how communication between system modules should be handled, so when reimplementing a module
the interface will be the same. Fig 5.2 illustrates this. The CanMsg data structure is further described in
section 5.1.

2

Simon Bennett, Steve McRobb & Ray Farmer (2002), Object-Oriented Systems Analysis and Design
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Model

CanMsg

Network
Fig: 5.2
By using primitive data types provided by Qt the data in the Model becomes platform independent.
This solves the problem of different platforms having different ”word-lengths” and different data
representation. Depending on platform an int can be represented in different ways, for example 32 bit
or16 bit. Using Qt provided primitives qint32, QString, etc will make sure data will be stored in the
same way regardless of platform.
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5.1 Implementation
The purpose of this prototype is to show that the concept of the architecture holds. 5.3 shows an
overview of the system implementation. The implementation is also described in the sections below.

CAN Data

CanMsg

Communication
Handler

+ID
+DATA
+LENGTH

SocketCAN

View

Data

CAN Node
Definitions

CAN Data
Parser

CAN Data
Container

Fig 5.3

5.1.1 CAN
CAN, Controller-area-network is a messaged based communication protocol used by CrossControl
to enabling communication between devices in their control systems. The protocol run on a CAN-Bus
that enables communication without a centralized host computer, since it uses a technology called
multi-master broadcast. The CAN protocol is often used in control systems due to its realtime
features. Every node on the network has a unique ID with an associated priority. The CAN message
with the highest priority will ”win” the arbitration, and the node transmitting the lower priority
message will sense this and back off and wait.
The CAN bus is a kind of character devices. A character (char) device is one that can be accessed as
a stream of bytes (like a file); a char driver is in charge of implementing this behavior. Such a driver
usually implements at least the open, close, read, and write system calls. The CAN is accessed by
means of filesystem nodes.
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5.1.2 CAN Communication
Socket-CAN
Socket-CAN is a networking stack enabling users to send CAN data via sockets and make it act like
any other TCP/IP communication. Typical methods when using sockets are listed below.
int socket(int domain, int type, int protocol);
ssize_t read(int fd, void *buf, size_t count);
ssize_t write(int fd, const void *buf, size_t count);
int bind(int sockfd, const struct sockaddr *addr,
socklen_t addrlen);

Socket-CAN is included in the linux kernel and can therefore easily be used on linux systems and will
ease implementation of CAN communication. Socket-CAN also include the ability to simulate CANBus and CAN-Interfaces internally within the system, by using Vcan, the virtual CAN simulator. This is a
good feature for testing. Using Socket-CAN still offers the option of using any CAN protocol on top
of it as shown in fig 5.4

Fig: 5.4
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Communication Handler
The communication handler is the class handling all communication with other nodes on the CAN
network. It is running on a separate thread to ensure that the responsiveness of the GUI is not
affected. When a Qt application starts, only one thread is running, the GUI thread. This is the only
thread that is allowed to create the QApplication object. This thread is either waiting for an event or
processing an event. This system need to read CAN-data all time, if only there is one thread, the GUI
will be frozen by continuously reading data from the CAN-bus. So it is essential to create a new
thread to handle the CAN-communication. Creating a new thread is simple done by subclassing the
QThread class.
The Communication Handler uses the socket-CAN functionality.
int bytes_read = read( skt, &frame, sizeof(frame) );

Above is an example of how data is received using socket-CAN, other example methods can be
found in previous part of this chapter. For each frame that is recieved an instance of CanMsg is
created, storing data and sender ID of this frame. A signal is then emitted that new data has been
received.

CanMsg
CanMsg is data structure that works as an interface for how data stored in the data container should
be packaged to be acceptable. Since the communication handler uses platform dependent libraries,
another implementation is needed to be able to run the application on other platforms. CanMsg
therefore makes sure data representation is persistent. Fig 5.4 show the standard CAN base frame
format. In the CanMsg the ID is stored 32 bit integer, the data length code (DLC) in a 8-bit char and
the data in a array of 8-bit chars.

Field name

Length

Purpose

(bits)
Start-of-frame

1

Denotes the start of frame transmission

Identifier

11

A (unique) identifier for the data

Remote
transmission
request (RTR)

1

Dominant (0) (see Remote Frame below)

Identifier
extension bit
(IDE)

1

Must be dominant (0)Optional

Reserved bit (r0) 1

Reserved bit (it must be set to dominant (0), but accepted as either
dominant or recessive)

Data length code 4
(DLC)*

Number of bytes of data (0-8 bytes)

Data field

0-8 bytes Data to be transmitted (length dictated by DLC field)

CRC

15

Cyclic Redundancy Check
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CRC delimiter

1

Must be recessive (1)

ACK slot

1

Transmitter sends recessive (1) and any receiver can assert a dominant
(0)

ACK delimiter

1

Must be recessive (1)

End-of-frame
(EOF)

7

Must be recessive (1)
Fig 5.5

5.1.3 Data Storage
CAN Node Definintions
The CAN Node Definitions is a data structure to define what types of CAN nodes that are present
in the network. The end user of the platform is requested to provide a text file containing the
definitions of the CAN nodes used by the current application. The file contains information about
what types of nodes that exists in the network, what ID they have, how often GUI components
connected to this data should be updated and most importantly how data from this node should be
parsed. To optimize communication the data from each CAN-frame can contain a lot of uncorrelated
data. It is therefore important to parse these CAN-frames in a correct manner to extract the correct
data. Below is an example of how a node definition might look like in these text files.
Name 	

	

	

Can id 	

	

	

Parse info 	

	

Update interval	

Signed 	

	

	

Gain 	

 	

	

Offset 	

	

	

Units 	

 	

	


= TRANSMISSION_STATUS
= 0xFF23
= M_BITSIZE_AND_ADR1(1, 4, 2)
= 500
=0
= 1.0f
= 0.0f
= ON/FORWARD/BACKWARD

CAN Node Parser
The CAN Node Parser parses CAN-frames as was defined in each node definition, using bitwise
operations. This to gain the correct information regarding each attribute, like speed, fuel level and so
on.

CAN Data Container
The latest value from each CAN node is stored in a data container. The data is stored in variables in
RAM and are not written to a file to make sure data handling is fast. Each attribute has timer
connected to it, defined by the developer in the node definitions file. The timer decides how often
data should be emitted from the container to the GUI component it is connected to. If data where to
be directly emitted to the GUI as it arrives the GUI would be updated in a frequency that would
make it impossible for human operator to extract information from it. Instead the timer makes sure
the GUI update frequency is reduced and by setting longer time intervals on attribute that change
seldom or slowly, like fuel level the GUI is repainted more seldom and hence it uses less resources.
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5.1.4 View
Specialized graphical components like meters and dials were created by drawing them as SVG files, as
described in section 4.4.1. The Svg Tiny format was used to minimize impact on hardware resources.
The SVG files consisted on different layers. A simplified version could be a background layer which is
fix and then a needle that is repainted on top of the background depending on the incoming value.
Buttons, switches and other regulators were created by using standard components provided by Qt
and customizing them be using stylesheets as described in section 4.1.0.

5.2 Alternative Solution
An alternative solution could be to totally separate GUI functionality from, data storage and control
logic. At CrossControl today a tool called CoDeSys is used for handling CAN-Communication in a
control system. CoDeSys is a development environment for creating control applications.

CoDeSys

Shared
Memory

Qt GUI

(lib)

(lib)
Fig: 5.6

Theoretically bringing the power of CoDeSys’s handling of control logic together with Qt’s GUI
functionality seems like a good combination for developing applications for a control system. However
this would cause the need for using two different tools for customers when developing or customizing
their applications instead of using one centralized development platform. The key feature for a
platform of this type is simplicity. Customers need to be able to in an intuitive manner, with little
programming knowledge required, be able to customize and create new applications. If using the
platform is too advanced it will not serve its needs. Providing sophisticated libraries on both sides,
including functionality to write to a shared memory segment, and picking appropriate data structures
for communicating with shared memory is very important and could work as an abstraction for the
user not needing to know about how the communication between the view and the model is
handled. Using this approach will remove the need for implementing functionality for handling CAN
signals. The platform would instead consist of integrating the two tools CoDeSys and Qt and getting
them to communicate in an effective manner. Using this solution will ofcourse like how data should
be represented when being transferred between the processes, and in what structure the data should
be stored to make accessing fast and easy. These are not questions handled in this report. However
keeping clear separation between the GUI code (View) and the data model is considered good
programming practice. Bearing this in mind one might claim that data being transferred to the GUI
should be parsed and processed and no raw data should be transferred between the
communications.
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6 Performance Test of SVG graphical components
The computers CrossControl develop for embedded systems has limited hardware resources. It is
therefore important to reduce footprint on memory, CPU and GPU for applications running on these
machines. To have a rich and appealing GUI can not be on the expense of the performance and
responsiveness of the system. To ensure that the computationally heavy SVG components used in the
demo GUI would not slow down the system substantially a performance test was to be conducted to
compare performance of a GUI containing svg components and a GUI containing components
traditionally painted with 2D graphics. However since the computer, CC Pilot XA, the machine the
Qt applications where supposed to run on has not been finished yet, I was not able to conduct these
tests. Therefore the platform and the Qt GUI was only tested on the desktop development machine.
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7 Evaluation
The goals listed in section 3 will be applied one by one and evaluated.

•Development of Custom GUI Components & Widgets
Qt is a C++ framework specialized for development of GUI’s. As described in section 4.1.0-4.1.2 it
offers development of customized graphical components in a variety of ways. Especially using
stylesheets to customize existing standard components is made very easy and is an effective way of
creating rich GUI components without needing to write code.
Using custom widgets in a ”drag and drop” fashion force users to use plugins for Designer and
Creator. It is time consuming to create these plugins and requires quite advanced programming skills.
Depending on which platform that is used on the development machine there are also alot of
problems and bugs causing the plugins not to be loaded properly into Creator and Designer. Qt has
provided some template project to easy setting up projects for creation of plugins, it still requires alot
of effort to understand these templates and customize them for the specific widget plugin the first
times they are used. In my opinion it would rarely be worth the payload of creating these plugins
instead of using the techniques as promotion, described in section 4.1.2, or similar for handling widgets
in a Designer-form. The widget would need to be very reusable and adaptive for me to see the
benefit of having to create a plugin for the widget.

• Platform independence
As described in section 4.2 Qt is based on the approach "write once, compile anywhere” compared
to Java's "write once, run anywhere". Hence one might say that the degree of platform independence
of Qt is related to the workload of having to cross compile. When developing an application for any
of the standard editions of the common desktop operating systems the solution is often simple. There
is no need for a cross compilation just import the code project on a machine, with an appropriate
installation of Qt, that is running on the platform you are developing for and just do a rebuild of the
application on this machine. However when developing an application unable to run a development
environment of Qt there is a need for doing cross compilation. Setting up an environment for a cross
compilation for an ARM architecture running Linux, as in this project, proved to be a very time
consuming process. However once the environment is set up reusing it for different development
projects is made simple since Qt has provided the ability to build several versions, each dedicated for
the a specific target. Still doing a successful cross compilation is a complex process, this fact is of
course a drawback in terms of Qts ability as a platform independent development tool.
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• Performance
Since the CC Pilot XA, the machine where GUI application were supposed to run on, had not been
finished no testing of the SVG graphics impact on the performance where conducted. The mere fact
of using SVG components which is known to be more computationally heavy will of course have a
negative impact on the performance but to what extent is impossible to estimate without proper
testing.

• Provided development tools & IDE:s

By providing the development tools included in the SDK Qt forms a complete centralized
development environment. Qt Creator is a text editor combined with an integrated form editor,
debugger, project wizard and a build tool. This removes the need for using any other external tools.
Functionality in Creator is presented using graphics components as an complement to traditional
menus which makes using the tool more intuitive. Qt Creator offers code completion, color coding,
hot keys, dynamic error and warning indicators and such features expected by a text editor. Except
just graphical components Signals & Slots has also been included in the form editor(Designer), which
eases interactions between GUI components. The fact that Creator gathers a numerous set of
development tools into one centralized development environment makes it very attractive. One key
feature that is missing is the ability to move files between projects.

•Documentation & Support
The maturity of the framework motivates a good documentation since Qt has grown popular and the
network of users has grown bigger causing higher demands on good documentation and also the
occurrence of third party documentation and tutorials. There is a big network of users gathered in
forums offering a good alternative to licensed support offered by Trolltech. A standard 12 month
support license of Qt costs about 15000 sek. All Qt classes, methods and macros has been gathered
in one documentation page. This data can also be reached from the text editor which eases finding
code references.

•Connecting Qt to control logic
Since Qt is a C++ framework compiled using a GNU compiler it is possible to mix Qt code with
native C++ and C code. This enables the use of native C or C++ implementation of CAN
functionality. As discussed in section 5 native code should be separated from platform independent
code to make switching between different native implementations simple and without effecting the
remaining parts of the system. The implementation done in this project is only an example of what is
possible there are a variety of possible solutions.
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9 Conclusion
The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate Qt’s capabilities as a GUI development tool for embedded
control system applications and propose a solution for how Qt graphical components could be
connected to signals from nodes in a CAN-network.
As a result a evaluation of Qt was conducted in regards to the requirements specified by
CrossControl. A proposition for an architecture for how to connect CAN-signals to Qt graphical
components was created and a test implementation of this architecture was done to show that the
concept of the architecture holds.
As shown in the evaluation in section 7 the majority of the requirements set by CrossControl are too
great extent fulfilled by Qt. Except the performance criteria that due to external circumstances
described in section 6 has not been investigated. Qt’s main advantage is that it forms a complete
centralized development environment. It includes a set of tools including Texteditor, GUI Designer,
Debugger, Project Wizard and a build tool all integrated into one tool. Qt offers the combined power
of the Qt framework together with the functionality offered when using C++ and the ability to
introduce native C++ frameworks. This fact to great extent removes the need for use of any other
external tool. However as functionality offered by Qt increases the number of options and possible
solutions grow, making the tool more complex. This makes learning the tool more time consuming for
developers at CrossControl and their customers which might just intend to use a slice of the
functionality provided by Qt.
As the ability to ease development of custom GUI components is a very important feature for
CrossControl the Qt stylesheets functionality is a powerful feature. Only very specialized components
that lack a similar component among the standard widgets need to be created as custom widgets.
Otherwise standard widgets can, using stylesheets, be very customizable and be altered to fit the most
purposes, without having to write code.
The ability of being able to build platform independent applications is also an important feature for
CrossControl. The fact that even though Qt offers some functionality to ease cross platform
deployment it is still a complex and time consuming task. Alltough claiming to be suited for different
platforms Qt has a tendency to be slightly coupled with the Linux platform whereas using a Linux
host machine will ease cross development for embedded systems since embedded Linux is a popular
platform for these machines.
Still the evaluation show that Qt is a very competent tool for GUI development especially in
embedded systems where it has grown very popular thanks to its small footprint on hardware
resources.
As for the ability of connecting Qt GUI components to CAN-signals this thesis show a possible
architecture for how this problem could be solved and a implementation of the proposed
architecture. Some propositions for how to make this solution more user friendly is discussed in
section 10. The implementation done in this thesis project is just a demonstrator to show what is
possible. However compared to the tool used by CrossControl today (CoDeSys) for handling CANcommunication in a control system. The solution proposed in this project will demand a lot more
work to be able to offer comparable abilities.Therefore the solution proposed in section 5.2 where
trying to combine the power of CoDeSys and Qt might be worth considering.
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10 Future work
The first order of future work would of course be to get graphical Qt applications working on the
CC Pilot XA when the machine is available. Define what exact configurations that is needed to do a
successful cross compilation for the CC Pilot XA. Do some performance testing whether using SVG
graphics does consume a feasible amount of hardware, comparison with performance of previous
GUI applications could be made.
For a platform for developing and customizing applications simplicity is a key feature to fulfill its
purpose. Minimizing the effort needed by the users to create the application is important. Judging
from how the proposed platform developed during the thesis project is working today there are a
numerous improvements to be made. Using the platform requires some minor programming skills. A
future feature could be to create an application that offer graphical dialogues for the user to interact
with the platform and then generates the appropriate code. By doing so coding syntax will be
abstracted for the end user.
Each widget has a set of Q_PROPERTY associated with it. These act like instance attributes describing
the state of the object. Typical examples of qproperties are height, enabled, font and geometry. Using
Q_PROPERTY it is easy to change the widgets behavior and appearance. Qproperties can be altered
in Qt Designer using the property menu. Since the set of qproperties associated with a widget can be
dynamically altered during runtime it seems possible to add CanNode as a property for a widget, to
define which CAN-node the component is presenting data from. So choosing the CAN-signal a
widget is listening to could be done in the Q_PROPERTY menu of a widget instead of having to write
it in code.
To make this GUI development platform appealing for customers, CrossControl together with
customers, should define a set of general reusable components and define a set of stylesheets to
work as themes for these components that is shipped together with the platform. Involving customers
in this procedure will enforce that the components offer the functionality and graphical appearance
the customers want. Since its hard to predict the future customers needs the components has to be
very flexible and customizable and be broken down to simple and general modules which by the end
user can be put together to a more advanced graphical component.
As a step to further improve the GUI development capabilities CrossControl might want to look at
QML. As of the coming release of Qt SDK including Creator 2.0 Qt has QML support has been
included in Creator. QML integration in Qt lets developers in a declarative way create rich GUI
components and animations. Animations might be a good feature for CrossControl to increase user
support and awareness in control systems.
Furthermore an investigation on how GUIs for embedded systems should be constructed could be
interesting for CrossControl. Questions like how GUIs should be built to optimize usability have not
been covered at all in this report. There has been a lot of research done on the area of usability and
how operation of control system is done. A good place to start could be Automation and Human
Performance (Endsley, M.R., 1996) or Usability Design: A Framework for Designing Usable Interactive
Systems in Practice by Göransson (2001).
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12 Appendix
12.1 Acronym glossary
API

Application Programming
Interface

An interface between two
software programs enabling
them to communicate

GUI

Graphical User Interface

A graphical interface to enable
interaction between user and
computer

CAN

Controller Area Network

A network standard for
communication between
microcontrollers

CSS

Cascading Style Sheets

A language used to describe
the look and formatting of a
document written in a markup
lanhuage

SVG

Scalable Vector Graphics

A family of specifications of an
XML-based file format for
describing two-dimensional
vector graphics.

CoDeSys

Controller Development
System

A PLC development platform
developed by 3S-Software.

XML

eXtensible Markup Language

A markup language for
encoding documents
electronically

SDK

Software Development Kit

A set of development tools
that allows for the creation of
applications for a certain
platform.
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